
 
 
 

 

 

Barcelona (Spain), October 30, 2020 

 

 

OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION  

 

 

ADVERO PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. (“ADVERO” or “the Company”), in compliance with the 

provisions of article 17 of Market Abuse Regulation (EU) No. 596/2014 and of article 228 of the 

Consolidated Text of the Spanish Securities Market Law, approved by means of Royal Legislative 

Decree 4/2015, of 23 of October, and concordant provisions, as well as in Circular 3/2020 of BME 

MTF Equity, hereafter submits the following information, which has been prepared under the 

exclusive responsibility of the issuer and its administrators: 

 

1. Information note on the results of the first half of 2020 (In English) 

2. Limited review report and interim financial statements as of June 30, 2020 (in Spanish) 

3. Report on the level of achievement with the 2020 business plan (in English) 

 

Yours sincerely,  

 

 

 

 

Mr. Pablo Corbera Elizalde 

Representing RIUARAN, SL 

Chairman of ADVERO PROPERTIES SOCIMI, SA 

 

 

 

 

 



	
	
	

	

2020 first half results 

 
ADVERO PROPERTIES SOCIMI CLOSES THE FIRST HALF OF 2020 WITH 
A NEW FINANCING ROUND COMPLETED AND THE INCORPORATION 
OF NEW ASSETS TO ITS PORTFOLIO 

 
§ ADVERO completed a capital increase of 6.7 M€ in June and obtained authorization from its 

Shareholders' Meeting to complete said financing round up to a total amount around 10 M€. 
 
§ The company acquired a new asset in Madrid in the same month of June, and this week it announced 

the addition to its operating portfolio of two more assets in Madrid.  
 
§ Advero’s strategic positioning in affordable quality rental in middle-income areas has allowed the 

company to navigate these recent months of the health crisis without any adverse effects on its 
income. However, the profit and loss account for the first half of the year include the increasing 
operating expenses as a result of the obligations as a listed company, which could not be offset in 
the first six months of the year. This was due to the start of the marketing of its three new assets in 
Madrid only in September.  

 
§ ADVERO currently totals an investment of 15,5 M€ in 8 properties consisting of 126 homes in 

Madrid and the belt of Barcelona, valued at 22.8 M€ (+ 4 7 %), with a net financial debt of 0.5 
M€. The operation of these assets in a full year should place the company's turnover around 1 
M€ and the ordinary net result at 0.2 M€. 

 
§ The shares of the company closed the first half of 2020 with a revaluation of 9.16% and they 

accumulate a revaluation of 34.6% in the twelve months since the public listing in early November 
2019.  

 
 

Barcelona, 30th October of 2020 .- ADVERO Properties Socimi, SA , a Spanish real estate 
investment trust founded in August 2017 with  a willingness to facilitate the supply of rental 
housing in middle income areas in Spain, closed the first semester of 2020 with a financing 
round completed for 6.7 million euros and the addition of new assets to its portfolio. 
 
Specifically, the company acquired its seventh property in its portfolio in mid-June, located on   
Teresa Maroto street in the Puente de Vallecas neighbourhood in Madrid. The property 
includes 16 homes and 11 parking spaces, and it was built in 2011 but had not been rented 
to date.



	
	
	

	

ADVERO began its marketing at the end of August and, despite the mobility restrictions and 
economic uncertainty caused by the pandemic, as of the date of this writing it has reached an 
occupancy of 75%. 
 
Likewise, this week ADVERO has announced the addition of two more assets in Madrid to its 
portfolio of properties in operation. Specifically, a building on Platano street in Madrid, with 17 
homes, which the company acquired last December and had to undergo a thorough 
refurbishment and a new construction building on Puerto de Tarancon street in Madrid, with 
17 homes and 15 parking spaces. Works on the Platano building, which was required as a result 
of vandalization following its construction in 2009, concluded at the beginning of October.  The 
marketing of both properties, on a rental basis, has begun recently.  
  
With these new assets, ADVERO currently has eight properties in its portfolio, five of them in 
the Barcelona belt (Rubi, Sabadell and Terrassa) and three of them in Madrid (Tetuan and 
Vallecas neighbourhoods), made up of 126 homes. Total investment to date 
amounts to 15,5 million euros for a portfolio valued at 22.8 million euros in when in full 
operation (revaluation of 4 7 %). The net financial debt of the company at the date of this 
writing stands at 0.5 million euros. 
 
The operation of these assets in a full year should put the company's turnover at around 
1 million euros and the ordinary net result at 0.2 million euros. 
 
Evolution of the profit and loss account in the first semester 
 
Table 1. P&L 1S 2019-1S 2020 

 
 



	
	
	

	

 
 
The company's results in the first six months of 2020 mainly include:  
 

a) Income from only the five properties in the Barcelona belt, due to the entry into 
operation of the three properties in Madrid as of September 2020. 

b)  
b) Turnover increased from 149,834 euros to 286,935 euros compared to the same 
period of the previous year. This 92% increase is attributed to: a) the entry into the 
perimeter of two new assets in operation whose income was not fully incorporated in 
the six months of the previous year (+78%) and b) the increase in income in the three 
properties in operation since 2018 (+14%) . Since its inception, ADVERO has 
maintained a sustained occupancy ratio of 99% in its total assets in operation.  
 

c) Optimization of operating expenses related to assets, which went from 45% of turnover 
to 24%, mainly due to the end of the extraordinary investments for the start-up of 
the two assets in 2019.  

 
d) After the start of trading in the stock exchange in November 2019, the results for the 

first half of 2020 show a significant increase in structure costs, linked to obligations as 
a listed company (audit, stock exchange fees and related advisers, etc. ) , which at the 
end of June 2020 represented 62% of the turnover. These costs should reduce 
their relative weight as the company grows in size.  

 
e) Increase in depreciation in 2020 due to the incorporation of new assets in operation. 
 
f) Non-existence of extraordinary results, as it was the case in 2019.     
 
g) Increase in financial result mainly due to the incorporation of the costs associated with 

the total debt of the company (not fully drawn down in the first half of 2019).   
 
Despite the positive operating performance of the business , and the time lag between 
the  increase in fixed costs  (overhead costs and financial interest) and the incorporation of new 
assets in the second half of the year, ADVERO concluded June with a negative net result of 
64,171 euros compared to profits of 112,390 euros in June 2019. 
 
The company has recently started marketing its properties in Madrid, the rate of occupancy of 
which could be affected by the health and economic crisis, as well as by the current mobility 
restrictions. 



	
	
	

	

 
Effect of COVID-19 on business 
 
In a year especially marked by the Covid-19 pandemic, ADVERO had no impact on its first half 
year results from these extraordinary circumstances. 
 
Between the months of April to June, ADVERO handled some requests from residents for a 
temporary postponement of part of the rent. None of the residents stopped paying 100% of the 
rent or requested a renegotiation of the rent, and there were only partial 
deferrals. The company has received confirmation of the repayment of 100% of the amounts 
deferred prior to the end of 2020. 
 
In the same way, during the state of alarm decreed by the Government of Spain, there 
were four cancellations of rental contracts, which were immediately replaced, which shows 
that demand is still active in ADVERO's specialized segment. Likewise, ADVERO has not seen 
a reduction in the level of income from homes that changed tenants during these months. 
 
Balance sheet  
 
The balance sheet as of June 30, 2020 mainly includes: 
 

a) The increase in real estate investments due to the incorporation of the acquisition of 
the asset on Teresa Maroto street in Madrid, formalized in June 2020 
 

b)  The increase in short- term financial investments and the cash position after the capital 
increase in June 2020, which is included in the share capital.  

 
Table 2. Balance sheet as of June 30, 2020 

 



	
	
	

	

 
 
Share evolution 
The company began trading on the BME MTF Equity (previously MAB) on November 8, 
2019 at a value of 6.50 euros. At the time of this writing , the company's  shares are trading 
at 8.75 euros,  a revaluation of the 34.6 % in twelve months, driven by the generation of value 
that the company has been achieving with the incorporation of new assets its portfolio , and 
which places its market capitalization at 21.23 million euros . The company's shares closed the 
first half of 2o20 with a 9.16% revaluation.  
 
 
About ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A.  
ADVERO Properties SOCIMI, S.A. is a Spanish publicly traded real estate investment trust established in August 2017 
with the aim of facilitating the supply of quality rental housing in middle income areas in Spain. The company 
concentrates its investments exclusively in residential assets, located on the outskirts of large cities or middle-
income neighbourhoods, with full ownership of the property to facilitate the creation of cohesive tenant 
communities. 
 
About ADVERO shares 
Shares outstanding: 2.426.373 shares 
Market capitalisation on 30/9/2020: 21,23 M€ 
Trading exchange: BME MTF Equity (Spain) 
Trading ticker: YADV 
ISIN: ES0105448007 
More information is available in the “Investors” section in www.adveroproperties.com 
 



	
	
	

	

Contact 
info@adveroproperties.com  
 
Gloria Folch 
gloria.folch@adequita.co.uk - Tlf: +44 20 3931 9805 
www.adequita.co.uk 
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LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT OF THE 2020 BUISNESS PLAN 

 

When ADVERO listed its shares in BME MFT Equity (formerly MAB) in November 2019, the 

company published its forecasts corresponding to the profit and loss account for the years 2019, 

2020 and 2021 in section 2.16 of the DIIM (listing prospectus). Said business plan was approved by 

the company's Board of Directors on October 7, 2019. 

 

In accordance with the previous Circular 6/2018 (current 3/2020 of the Market), ADVERO presents 

below the forecast published in the DIIM corresponding to the year 2020, and the level of 

achievement at June 30, 2020. 

 

Regarding the three-year business plan that the company published in the DIIM, its 

achievement would be linked to the type and timing of assets that ADVERO would incorporate in 

this period. 

 

These three-year projections only estimated the incorporation of three assets in operation after the 

listing of ADVERO's shares in BME MFT Equity, all of them completed and in operation: a first in 

December 2019, another in February 2020 and a third in April 2020. In compliance with these 

estimates, ADVERO acquired the first of these properties in December 2019, with rehabilitation 

needs, whose project has recently been completed . Regarding the other two assets that the 

company was projected to be able to acquire in the first half of 2020, their incorporation was due to 

be finalized in March, however this was postponed by the state of exception decreed by COVID-

19. Finally, the company was able to formalize a new acquisition at the end of June 2020 and the 

third in this month of October 2020.  

 

For this reason, the revenues at the end of June 2020 do not include the commissioning of these 

new assets, as considered in the projections published in the DIIM. However, the forecasts 

presented in the DIIM did not include income between 2019-2021 from investments resulting 

from new capital increases or from bank financing, such as the issuance that the company 

completed in June 2020 and whose new investments are expected to materialize soon.  

 

As stated in the DIIM, the 2019-2021 business plan did not incorporate additional non-organic 

growth due to eventual capital increases, so this plan would be reviewed in the event that these 

occur. 

 

Along these lines, the company plans to update its estimates for 2021 following the end of this 

year, in order to incorporate the expected evolution of the company after the new financial 

resources obtained. 
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Table 1. Profit and loss account 1S 2020 – 2020 DIIM  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Barcelona, 30 October 2020 
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